
Reading in the 
21st Century



Can you guess which character from literature this is a modern
portrayal of?



1. Talk to the people around you - what
famous literature work is she a
character in?

When you think you know (or you give
up...)

2. Tell them some of the thing you have
read this week.



Make a list of all the things
you’ve read this week



Emails
Text Messages
IMs – skype etc

Blogs
Websites

Discussion board postings 
Tweets 

Workshop notes
An ebook on my ipad

Is your list a similar list to what
your students have read this

week?



Reading a book?



Session Aims

What is extensive reading (ER)?

Why should students do it?

What should students read?

How can we motivate students to read?









But first of all, did youguess correctly?





http://suchtweetsorrow.com/



Can you guess which character from literature this is a modern
portrayal of?



What is extensive
reading (ER)?





What is Extensive Reading?
Let’s be clear, Extensive Reading is not just one

thing. Extensive Reading is about building reading
speed and fluency so the students can build a

sense of how the language works while enjoying
their reading (or listening).

http://www.eltnews.com/columns/extensive_reading_listening/

Extensive Reading (ER) in the EFL/ESL
context is an approach to teaching reading
whose goal is to get students reading in the

English language and enjoying it. ER is based
on the well-established principle that we learn

to read by reading.
Bringing extensive reading into the classroom - OUP



What is Extensive Reading?

Students read a lot and read often.
There is a wide variety of text types and topics to choose from.
The texts are not just interesting: they are engaging/ compelling.
Students choose what to read.
Reading purposes focus on: pleasure, information and general

understanding.
Reading is its own reward.
There are no tests, no exercises, no questions and no dictionaries.
Materials are within the language competence of the students.
Reading is individual, and silent.
Speed is faster, not deliberate and slow.
The teacher explains the goals and procedures clearly, then

monitors and guides the students.
The teacher is a role model…a reader, who participates along with

the students.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/articles/extensive-reading-why-it-good-our-students…-us



develops autonomy
offer comprehensible input 
enhances general language competence.
ER enhances general language competence
helps develop general, world knowledge.
extends, consolidates and sustains vocabulary

growth.
helps improve writing
creates and sustains motivation to read more.
it’s necessary for exams
they do it anyway

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Why should students do it?

http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/articles/extensive-reading-why-it-good-our-students…-us



a) Insufficient time.

b) Too costly.

c) Reading materials not available.

d) ER not linked to the syllabus and the examination.

e) Lack of understanding of ER and its benefits.

f) Downward pressure on teachers to conform to syllabi
and textbooks.

g) Resistance from teachers, who find it impossible to
stop teaching and to allow learning to take place

Some teacher resistance to Extensive
Reading?



What are the differences between Extensive
Reading and Intensive Reading?



The classroom as a training ground

Encourage prediction•

Pre-teach vocabulary•

 Motivate•

 Activate schemata•

Orientate•

 Check understanding•

 Basis for discussion•
 Support weak student•

Encourage
hypothesizing
•

 Skim•

 Scan•

Pre-Reading
During Reading
Post-Reading



As Davis (1995) puts it: Any ESL, EFL, or L1 classroom will
be poorer for the lack of an extensive reading program of
some kind, and will be unable to promote its pupils’ language
development

How can we implement an ER
programme?



How can we implement an ER
programme?
There are at least four ways you could integrate ER into
your EFL or ESL curriculum. 

create a new course 
add to an existing course

incorporate ER into an after-school club 
read during the homeroom period.



What should students read?

Comfort

Choice

Enthusiasm





Getting started…

Class
Library Class

Reader

Reading
Circles



Some ideas from http://oupeltglobalblog.com/2011/12/08/reading-with-for-pleasure-in-elt/#more-

3505

1. Cocktail reading
2. Chain game
3. Quiz exchange
4. Activity time
5. Tricky cards
6. Real projects
7. Read / Discuss in a roles



Reading a book?



Getting started…

‘How can I get my
students to read in

English when they don’t
even want to read in their

own language!’



The magnet and the hook!

What’s the
story?



wordle.net







The magnet and the hook!

A. Is he in yet?

B. Not yet. Why?

A. I want the keys to his office. 
   Just for a minute.

B. But Richard…

A. Come on Wendy, he’ll never know.’

B. You can’t go in there, Richard.

From: Ear-rings from Frankfurt, Wright, OUP

Who?
Where?

Why? What
next?

Anyone else?



Write a summary/book report?



Project (imaginative)

                   
                   

                     
                   



Project (internet research-based)

                   
                   

                     
                   

Search the
web

Webquests

Blogs and
wikisFacebook

pages



Reading a book?



Reading for the digital generation
text

messages

blogs

online chat

social network
sites



The magnet and the hook!

What’s the
story?

http://jenniferinprague.blogspot.com/2010/12/libraries-ballet-and-tea.html







How?



Switch to ipad









Language-based literacy 
print, texting, hyperlinking, multimodal 

Information-based literacy 
searching, tagging, filtering, critical thinking 

Connection-based literacy 
personal, network, cultural 

Remix literacy 

Language-based literacy 
print, texting, hyperlinking, multimodal 

7H15 M3554G3 53RV35 7O PR0V3 H0W 
0UR M1ND5 C4N D0 4M4Z1NG 7H1NG5! 
1MPR3551V3 7H1NG5! 1N 7H3 
B3G1NN1NG 17 WA5 H4RD BU7 N0W, 0N 
7H15 LIN3 Y0UR M1ND 1S R34D1NG 17 
4U70M471C4LLY W17H0U7 3V3N 
7H1NK1NG 4B0U7 17, B3 PROUD! 0NLY 
C34R741N P30PL3 C4N 
R3AD 7H15. 
Facebook status update 

My smmr hols wr CWOT. B4, we used 2go2 
NY 2C my bro, his GF & thr 3 :- kids. FTF. 
ILNY, it’s a gr8 plc. 



Thank you for
listening and
participating

shaunwilden.com
appedelt.com

shaunwilden@gmail.com
@shaunwilden


